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Lecture 22-23
Chemistry 163B W2020
Colligative Properties

Challenged Penpersonship
Notes
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colligative properties of solutions

colligative
One entry found.
Main Entry: col·li·ga·tive
Pronunciation: li-gə-tiv׀-gā-tiv, kə׀-kä-lə׀
Function: adjective 

: depending on the number of particles (as 
molecules) and not on the nature of the particles 
<pressure is a colligative property>

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/colligative
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quantitative treatment of colligative properties

A. Freezing point depression
B. Boiling Point Elevation
C. Osmotic Pressure
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quantitative treatment of colligative properties

Handout #53  Colligative Properties

from relationships for Chem 163B final:

(hopefully) reassuring ??
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quantitative treatment of colligative properties

I. The pure solvent (component B) is originally in equilibrium in the two 
phases.

II. Addition of solute (component A) lowers the chemical potential of the 
solvent in the solution phase

III. Temperature (freezing point depression, boiling point elevation) or
pressure (osmotic pressure) must be altered to reestablish equilibrium
between the solution and the pure solvent phase.

IV. Obtain relationships between XA or XB and change in T or P.

It’s as easy as ,IV.I., II., III. 
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freezing point depression  (solid ⇄ liquid [solution])

I. pure solvent is originally in equilibrium in the two phases

for solid ⇄ liquid
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freezing point depression (solid ⇄ liquid [solution])

II. Still at       , add solute A to solvent with resulting 
mole fractions XA and XB

“proof ”
At Tf

• the
original
freezing

temperature

𝞵B
soln

lowers
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freezing point depression (solid ⇄ liquid [solution])

III. Alter temperature to restore equilibrium 

but at new Tf :
want

calculate Δ𝞵:
Tf

•→Tf

change in ΔμB due to adding solute change in ΔμB due to temperature change

with:

one gets:

solvent at new Tf solvent at Tf
• change Tf

•→Tf

extra:
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freezing point lowering

IV. Obtain relationships between XB and change in T

since lhs < 0 and  ΔHmelting>0

freezing point depression

IV. Obtain relationships between XB and change in T

extra:
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boiling point elevation (cooking veggies in salt water !!)

• boiling point elevation and freezing point depression 
similar except for sign change 
(due to XB

ℓ product in melting, reactant in vaporization)

• implies that

so                       HIGHER BOILING POINT with salt

HANDOUT #53 
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non-volatile ionic solutes in vapor pressure and colligative properties

HW7 #52b

for XB, mole fraction solvent, 

molality =m= (moles solute)/(1000 g solvent)
molarity =M= (moles solute)/(1L solution)

HW8 #58

NaCl → Na+ +Cl−
1 mole → 2 moles ‘particles’

‘Ksp molality reference’
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Osmotic Pressure Equilibrium

P0=
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osmotic pressure  (solution [solvent + solute]⇄ pure solvent )

I. pure solvent at Pleft is originally in equilibrium with 
pure solvent at Pright ; i.e. Pleft=Pright=P0
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osmotic pressure  (II add solute to left compartment)

II. in left hand compartment add solute A to solvent 
with resulting mole fractions XA and XB

lectures 20-21 
slide #20
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osmotic pressure (III, alter pressure)

III. alter Pressure: Pleft → (P0 + π)left to restore equilibrium 

want: 𝞵solution(XB ,P0+π,left)= 𝞵•pure solvent(P0 ,right)

left with
P=P0+π

right  with
P=P0

how does 𝞵 change
with pressure?

integrate

from II.

extra:
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osmotic pressure (a little more manipulation)

IV. Obtain relationships between XA and π, change in P

further manipulations
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reverse osmosis
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Reverse Osmosis

http://www.zenon.com/image/resources/glossary/reverse_osmosis/normal_osmosis.jpg
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effect of osmosis on blood cells   

collapse burst

salt

water

salt

water

20

hyponatremia

21

quantitative treatment of colligative properties

Handout #53  Colligative Properties

from relationships for Chem 163B final:

(hopefully) reassuring ??

End of Lectures 22-23
horrible joke (turn off WebCast)
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freezing point depression (solid ⇄ solution)

II. Still at       , add solute A to solvent with resulting 
mole fractions XA and XB

see lect 20-21 slide #20
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freezing point depression (solid ⇄ solution)

III. Alter temperature to restore equilibrium 

old stuff
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freezing point depression (solid � solution)

III. Alter temperature to restore equilibrium (continued)

change in ΔμB due to adding solute change in ΔμB due to temperature change
26

freezing point lowering

IV. Obtain relationships between XB and change in T
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freezing point lowering

IV. Obtain relationships between XB and change in T (cont)
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osmotic pressure (III, alter pressure)

III. alter Pressure: Pleft → (P0 + π)left to restore equilibrium 
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osmotic pressure (III, alter pressure, continued)

30

osmotic pressure (a little more manipulation)

A=solute
B=solvent
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colligative properties and nonvolatile  solutes

• mole fraction solvent XB =nB/ntotal

• for non-volatile solute A   P•
A=0

• concentrations frequently given in molality
M=molarity=(moles solute)/(L solution)‡m=molality=(moles solute)/(1000g solvent)
moles H2O/1000g solvent≈55.55 moles
aqueous soln: Xsolvent=55.55/(m+55.55)

• for ionic solvent (moles solute)=(total moles of ions)

• example: 2 m aqueous solution of CaCl2 (complete dissociation)

‡ however when referring to the molality of a specific ion, e.g. [Cl-] from CaCl2,
the number of ions per mole of solute is already factored in


